Twentieth Anniversary
OF IAAS ASA
Sassari

Preparation document

For any type of information, questions, clarifications, explanations and more please contact us! 😊

See you in a week in Sardinia! 😊
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1. Twentieth anniversary of IAAS ASA

Sassari LC

The local committee of IAAS ASA Sassari will celebrate his twenty years of activity from 7th to 8th of May 2015.

During the first day there will be a meeting about CAP and dairy produce quotas.

During the second day there will be a musical festival where folk groups from Sardinia and few bands will exhibit in one of the most important squares of our city.

We’re glad to celebrate this important occasion with all the other Local Committee all around Europe because of our desire of sharing and for the importance of CAP in European Policy.

If you want to take part to the celebration event, please fill the application form at the following link: http://goo.gl/forms/SxhpDbwFp0

For those who need more info: https://www.facebook.com/20anniASA?fref=ts

2. Accommodation

If you want, we can give you an accommodation in Sassari, in the “Pegasus Hotel - Hotel Il Vialetto” in Via Predda Niedda, 37/L, just for the nights from 6th to 8th of May 2015.

In this case you don’t need to bring sleeping bag and bath towels. All the rooms in the Hotel have an ensuite bathroom and WiFi internet access.

We don’t provide the meals but if you want we can book yours at the University Canteen near the Agricultural Faculty.

In the next page you can find a map, and you can see it also on the following link: https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=zTWPr8J-uzfM.ke2-wv_tmEvs

www.iaasworld.org
info@iaasworld.org
20th Birthday of IAAS ASA Sassari

Maps of the places that will be useful during the event.

www.iaasworld.org
info@iaasworld.org
3. What to bring with you

We expect a warm week-end, with temperatures between 15° and 20° Celsius degree, and sun.

We recommend to bring with you:

- Passport/Documents
- Money for meals fee and personal needs
- Swimsuit and sun screen
- Camera (if you want)

4. Useful information

We can’t provide transport from the airports and seaports. For example, Cagliari and Olbia are farther than Alghero or Porto Torres, and it’s difficult for us to bring you up there. So, look carefully the information concerning connections between airports, ports and Sassari.

- Alghero airport and Sassari are linked with a Bus service, made from the company ARST. You can find timetables here: http://www.arstspa.info/760.pdf
  The bus stop nearer to the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences is “Via Turati” stop.
- Cagliari Elmas is linked with Sassari by bus and by train also.
  You can find timetables for bus here: http://www.arstspa.info/9343.pdf
  Bus stop in the airport is called “Aereoperto Elmas (Partenze)” in the timetable, and it is out of the Departure floor of the airport.
  Timetable for train is available in the website of the national train companies: www.trenitalia.com The station in Cagliari Elmas Airport is called: Elmas Aeroporto. You can find in the website which trains pass from this station directed to Sassari station. Trenitalia website is available in English too.
- Olbia Costa Smeralda is connected by bus to Sassari, managed by the company “Turmo travel”. Timetable here, in english: http://www.geasar.it/eng/airport/connection/from-the-main-centers.
  Olbia Costa Smeralda Airport is connected with Sassari also from train, here you can find direction to how to reach the railway station.
of Olbia, and then you can find timetables of the train from Olbia to Sassari in www.trenitalia.com website.

- Porto Torres is connected with Sassari with buses. Here you can find timetables of bus connection: http://www.arstspa.info/719.pdf
  Port Torres seaport has also a train connection with Sassari. You can find the timetables in www.trenitalia.com website. The station in the seaport is called Porto Torres Marittima. In the website you can find which train connects this station to Sassari.

The best way is to arrive at the Alghero airport and take the bus from there to Sassari!!

5. Contacts:

Responsible for Participants: Sara Defraia  +39 328 333 8937
                            Federica Aru   +39 349 444 4178

IAAS ASA Sassari Office: +39 079 229321

E-mail: iaas.sassari@gmail.com

See you in Sardinia! ☺